Fall 2020

Week 7

John 16:12-15

.

Season Of Prayer

We are beginning a season of focused prayer churchwide. Recently I came across a fascinating perspective on
prayer. Some things in life happen to us and we are passive in our ability to control (i.e. weather). Some

things we make happen and are in control. In the Kingdom of God, there is often a partnership, of God
working, and us partnering that is in the middle ground between passive and active. As Eugene Peterson puts
it, ‘In prayer, I enter into an action begun by another, my creating and saving Lord, and find myself
participating in the results of his [gracious] action.’ In prayer we can’t make things happen, nor should we be
passive. Instead, we engage in a partnership – initiated and ultimately accomplished only by God, but yet His
Spirit guides and empowers our prayers to bring his Kingdom and will to the earth. AMAZING!

My Story
Get acquainted by responding briefly to the questions below.
Ø Describe a time God worked in surprising or powerful ways as you prayed.
Ø Where did you sense God working in or around you this week?

DIGGING DEEPER
1. What caught your attention from John 16:4-11 or the weekend message?
2. Why do you suppose the disciples could ‘not bear’ what Jesus longed to share?
• Have you experienced or had Jesus tell you things that you struggled ‘to bear’? How did the Spirit
guide or empower you? What happened?
• Imagine if the Spirit had not guided or helped you?
3. Describe the last time the Spirit guided you to join Jesus mission by being ‘salt & light’.
• How did the Spirit guide you – what was that like?
• How did this bring Jesus glory?
• What lessons have you learned about the way the Spirit speaks to you?
• Describe a time you ignored the Spirit’s guidance?
4. On a scale of 1-10 how big a priority in your life is meeting with God by reading, studying & applying the
Bible? How is the Spirit involved in this?
5. Do you often pray for the Spirit’s guidance?

Prayer Focus - Unity
https://2rc.tv/seasonofprayer/ Read Ephesians 4:1-6, Then create some time and space to pray for the
Church universal and 2RC.
How can the group pray for you?

Connected: The Art of Staying | A Guide Along the Way | John 16:12-15
Big Idea… The Holy Spirit continues to guide me/us for mission.
What this meant for them: God giving to them.

God working through them.

What this means for us:

God working through us.

God giving to us.

Next Steps:
• Remember and worship: When was a time the Spirit guided me into the truth?
• Open your bible this week, praying with expectation.
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